P LO E G P E R D W H I T E
Wine Story
“Ploegperd” is produced from old vines planted in the
Piekenierskloof. A blend of Palomino (or “Fransdruif as
it used to be called), Chenin Blanc (or “Steen”) and
Grenache Blanc come together to remind us of a time
when we still named our own cultivars, worked the land
by horse and planted vines that would one day tell the
story of South African wine culture. Piekenierskloof
is a very special area where the extreme difference in
day and night temperatures create the perfect
environment for dryland grape growing. This area
boasts with some of the oldest vineyards in the
country. The Palomino (planted in 1974) and the
Chenin Blanc (planted in 1973) are both certified
Old Vines. The Grenache Blanc (planted in 1992)
has not yet reached 35 years and thus cannot be
certified yet, but is well on its way to producing
high quality fruit. It’s for this reason, that the
Grenache Blanc component is limited to less
than 15% of the final blend. It is the oldest
block of Grenache Blanc in the country
and we are lucky to have Rosa Kruger,
the specialist in old vine viticulture,
looking after these treasured vineyards.

TASTING NOTE
Light straw in colour with delicate aromas
of quince, spice and salty minerality. A
beautiful palate of limey fruit, fresh acidity
and texture with definite aging potential.

Cultivar
Pa lo m i n o 6 5 %
Chenin b lanc 21 %
G r e n ac h e b l a n c 1 4 %

VINTAGE

2018
Wine o f Origin

Pi e ke n i e r s klo o f

Winemaking in fo
Amount bottled
Simple wine making techniques were
implemented to respect the terroir of
the old vines and for the old vine
character to shine through. All the
grapes were hand harvested in the cool
early morning hours and transported in
cold trucks to the cellar. All the blocks
were whole bunch pressed separately,
settled free run juice was racked for
alcoholic fermentation. The Chenin
Blanc was transferred to 500L and 225L
older (neutral) French oak barrels for
fermentation in the barrel. The wine
spent 9 months in barrel and on the lees.
The Palomino was fermented in stainless
steel tanks and kept on the fine lees for 9
months. The Grenache Blanc was also
fermented in stainless steel tanks and
kept on the lees for six months. Thereafter it was kept in seasoned, neutral
barrels for 3 months. The components
were blended together after the nine
months of separation – and the final
wine was lightly filtered before
bottling.
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